 GLUTEN FREE
 SALSA & SIBA QUALITY ASSURED
 AWARD WINNING

BEER LIST Dec ‘18
Bohemia Pilsner 4.8% Bottle, Keg

Brewed cool with Czech Saaz hops and matured sub zero for weeks to create a crisp,
floral, spicy lager with a lingering finish. GLUTEN FREE.

Two Horses Pale Ale 3.8% Cask, Can, Keg

Intensely hopped with modern bold varieties to give a big aroma with
balancing bitterness. A full flavoured blend of Crystal, Cara and Munich
malts ensures Two Horses punches well above its ABV. GLUTEN FREE.

Parody Session IPA 4.5% Cask, Can, Keg

The big malt base of this amber ale acts as a great foundation to a storm of modern
and traditional hops yielding powerful bitterness, huge aroma and a long satisfying
finish. GLUTEN FREE.

Paleface American Pale 5.2% Cask , Can

A wide range of malts and Pacific North West hops create a with a Strong,
Zesty and Aromatic beer with a biscuity character and a very slightly sweet
finish. GLUTEN FREE.

COFFEE PORTER 5.5% Can

A double addition of Brazilian Peaberry and Columbian Suarez Arabica
beans to a rich blend of dark malts creates a smooth wonder with a
banging kick. GLUTEN FREE

Heritage Sussex Best 4.0% Cask, Bottle

A Sussex Classic, developed from an old recipe of Bill’s Great, Great
Grandad. Full malt flavour, robust bitterness, and a subtle dried fruits
aftertaste. GLUTEN FREE.

Pacific Gem Single Hop 4.2% Bottle

First brewed just because we love this hop from NZ for its robust
bitterness and amazing dark fruits aroma. Now it has fans and we just had
to keep it! GLUTEN FREE.

Old Ale

4.5% Bottle

Dark and full of chocolatey, malty character. Smooth and with a
lingering, subtle bitterness. A Sussex Classic
NOTE CONTAINS GLUTEN!

No. 79 Golden Ale 4.3% Bottle

A golden beer with a full flavour brewed with First Gold and other classic
hops to give a moderate bitterness, satisfying taste and subtle aroma.
GLUTEN FREE.

Christmas Ale 6.5% Bottle

A great big beer packed with rich malty flavour, balancing
bitterness and a huge warmth. Made with all English malts and
hops and just the perfect Christmas Beer. GLUTEN FREE.

New Beers!
WORK ETHIC New England IPA 5.0% Keg, Can (440 ml)

Unashamedly hopped, with a pale yellow and cloudy appearance that delivers a
booming citrus hit and deliciously succulent taste. NOTE CONTAINS GLUTEN.

Quiet Word English Rye IPA 4.2% Cask

With a nod to the birthplace of IPAs, this English hopped beauty has a
rich ruby look, a spicy and fruity aroma, and a bold and dry taste. NOTE
CONTAINS GLUTEN.

Festive 51 Strong Sussex Ale 4.8% Cask

Our tribute to King and Barnes’ much loved Festive. First brewed to
commemorate the Festival of Britain in 1951, the beer has a dark amber
colour, a rich malty taste and a moderate hop bitterness with Golding’s
trademark mildly spicy hop aroma. GLUTEN FREE

Firebird Brewing Co.
www.firebird.beer
hello@firebird.beer

The Brickworks, Lynwick Street,
Rudgwick, West Sussex RH12 3UW

01403 823180

FirebirdBrewingCo
@firebirdbrewing
firebirdbrewing

Allergens: All beers except Old Ale and Vice are Gluten Free; less than 20 parts per million gluten as tested by UKAS accredited
laboratory. There are no other allergens in our beers.

